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[image: Shop Now]The Spring Collection
A curated selection of light, breathable fabrics, and simple yet refined styles.
Shop Now
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Tie Bar for any occasion
Our #1 goal is to help you dress your best—and to do so without spending a fortune. So we created this one-stop shop for you, the guy balancing the three W’s (weddings, weekends and work).
[image: Wedding Style]
Wedding Style
We've partnered with Miller High Life to create a beer-themed collection of ties, accessories and groomsmen gifts
Shop The Collection


[image: Everyday Favorites]
Everyday Favorites
Elevate your style with this curated collection of seasonal favorites, from handcrafted Italian ties to essential dress shirts.
Shop the Style Guide
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Office Essentials
Dress to impress for job interviews or big meetings with professional dress shirts, ties, pocket squares, socks and more
Shop The Edit





Shop by trending colors
Searching for the perfect “big day” or “big meeting” color? You’ve come to the right place.

Floral Pattern
Navy
Blue
Light Blue
Teal
Dark Green
Sage Green
Mint
Light Purple
Gold
Yellow
Champagne
Burgundy
Dusty Rose
Mauve
Light Pink
Eggplant
Azalea
Burnt Orange
Peach
Red
Ivory
Grey
Black





IntroducingSpring 2024 Lookbook | Tie Bar

Explore a curated list of new fabrications and styles.
Shop The Collection

Tie Bar in the news
Style experts weigh in

“Every guy needs at least a couple of these shirts in his closet.”
- Men's Journal

Shirts. 3/$150
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Tie Bar in the news
Style experts weigh in

“If you're looking to re-up on a few reliable nine-to-five workhorses, all while saving some cash in the process, here's where to start.”
- GQ

Dress Shirts. 3/$150
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Tie Bar in the news
Style experts weigh in

“The Tie Bar is one of the best tie brands for affordable ties.”
- Men’s Health

Ties. $24 and up

[image: Shop Ties]Ties. $24 and up


Tie Bar in the news
Style experts weigh in

“It's simple. Subtle. And refreshingly free of unnecessary bells and whistles.”
- Esquire

Bomber Jacket. $120

[image: Shop Jackets]Bomber Jacket. $120




Contact
	info@thetiebar.com
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Subscribe
Sign up for new arrivals, sales and expert style advice
Sign up
Follow us
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